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Professional career no ’Bull’
By D.S. Perez
Daily stake staff writer

He
was
born two years
after
his
father retired,
but baseball
boils in San
Jose Giants
rookie
outfielder
Ali
Cepeda’s
blood.
"I was born
with the genes Ali Cepeda
to play baseball," said the 22-year-old Cepeda.
This is the first year of profes-

sional ball for the youngest son of Bull" Cepeda had a lot to give
Orlando Cepeda, the former San him.
"I told him plenty of stories
Francisco Giants star who was
elected to the Baseball Hall of he saw some clips. I was coaching
in the big leagues after I retired
Fame earlier this year.
he grew up in baseball,"
The San Jose Giants are a
minor affiliate of the San Orlando said.
Cepeda’s growth in baseball
Francisco Giants.
"Just having a father who started to blossom in 1996 when
played big league baseball he played at Redwood City’s
inspired me," he said. "That’s Canada College, where he had a
what I want to do. I’m proud of .388 batting average.
He was drafted by the Texas
my father’s accomplishments and
I want to keep the name ’Cepeda’ Rangers in 1996, but opted to stay
another year in college.
alive in baseball."
"When I was drafted, it felt
While his son never saw him
good. My father and I talked
play baseball, the elder Cepeda
himself the son of Puerto Rican about it, and we agreed I wasn’t
baseball player Parucho "The ready," Ali said.

"I’m proud of my
father’s accomplishments and I
want to keep the
name ‘Cepeda’
alive in baseball."
San

Ali Cepeda
lose Giant rookie

Ali hoped to play in the College
World Series, but that never came
to be.

Ali then tested the free agent
market lie signed with the San
Francisco Giants earlier this year,
which both he and his father rate
as a quality organization.
In his first season as a pro,
Cepeda has been adjusting. He
has only played nine games with
the single A Giants, with one hit
in 13 at -bats. He is currently on
the disabled list as the Giants
enter the playoffs against Visalia,
and has a batting average of .077.
Before being called up to San
Jose, he was playing rookie ball
with the Salem-Keizer Volcanoes
in the Northwest League. With
the Volcanoes, Cepeda had a .250
average, nine runs and 11 hits in

24 games and 44 at-bats.
Ali said this season has been
one of development and adjusting.
"Better players, better pitching, better everything," Ali said.
Ali is also a different player
than his father was. In college,
the younger Cepeda was known
for baserunning speed and hitting
average.
"I’m not a power hitter like my
father," Ali said.
Lenn Sakata, San Jose Giants
manager, hasn’t seen much of
Cepeda’s potential, but notes that
he has a strong arm and a good
clubhouse attitude.

See Baseball, page 4

Ordering marijuana
online is ’high’ risk

Learning the steps

"Of course, it doesn’t matter if
you buy drugs off the Internet or
with a telephone, if any part of
Paging a dealer and then slyly the transaction involves the mail
then it’s a federal charge," said
picking up a dime bag of pot later
at the park may soon be replaced Paul Griffo, national spokesperwith logging on, clicking on a spe- son for the U.S. Postal Inspection
cific order and then waiting impa- Service.
Griffo said people caught
tiently for the mail to arrive.
Just as amazon.com has receiving any controlled or illegal
substances
through the mail
drawn many consumers away
from crowded malls for the.rtitn- should be prepared for the consefort of ordering goods from tJaeir quences.
Whether the recipients of the
living rooms, various Web sites
grant pot smokers the same con- drugs are prosecuted under &derel drug statutes or faced with
venience.
Graduate student Sarah state charges is at the discretion
Kammerer is skeptical about of the US, district attorney,Griffo
ordering controlled substances said.
But generally, someone getting
from the Internet. Although she
doesn’t smoke marijuana cur- large and frequent shipments of
rently, she said she has in the marijuana and there’s other evipast, and she wouldn’t have used dence depicting the person as a
dealer, federal charge will be
the Internet to buy it.
"You never know who’s on the involved.
Stacie Kashevaroff, Santa
other end," she said. "You never
know vholl see the transaction." Clara county deputy district
attorney,
echoed the severity of
The transaction. however, isn’t
the crime that interests most law the charges marijuana dealer*
face.
enforcement.
it the online pot supplier is
"It doesn’t really matter where
working from a Web site created you get it," she said. "If you’re in
in Amsterdam, where marijuana possession, it’s a crime."
Even possession of marijuana
is legal. there’s not much U.S. offiin small amounts can result in a
cials can do.
$100
fine she said. Possessing
If the buyer onh, orders and
receives less than an ounce, it’s a more than an ounce for personal
use can land a pot smoker in jail
misdemeanor.
The most significant crime in for a maximum of six months,
ordering marijuana online is in stuck with a $500 fine or both.
"But sales of marijuana is a
the delivery -- using the U.S.
Postal Service to send or receive
See Reefer, page 3
drugs is a fi.deral offense.
By Margaret Bethel
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Chris PrecivolosApartati heals

Freshman Violet Nguyen dances with senior Greg Cones before
the beginning social dance class on Wednesday afternoon in

Spartan Complex East. The class just finished learning the wall?
and is preparing for a skills test.

Net site matches mates

Dream‘cast’s
its hat in video
game market

Online dating service helps members meet user-friendly people
By Christina Imcarotti
Daily staff writer

From buying books to finding
romance, students can live their
entire college experience via the
Internet.
Matchmakercom is giving college students another way to play
the dating game with free memberships to its Web site www.college.matchmaker.com.
The college matchmaker site
has been in business for about

four years, but this summer it
became free, said Jim Welch,
manager at Burson-Marsteller,
who does public relations for the
site.
Over 20,000 college students
have logged on to the site since
August, Welch said.
"You get a window into someone’s personality and you can cut
to the chase faster," Welch said. "It
just makes meeting people more
efficient."
The company’s purpose is to

help its members meet like-minded people, Welch said.
Matchmakercom was started
about 11 years ago and grew from
the bulletin board system to 2.8
million members, Welch said.
"We are definitely the leader in
online dating," Welch said.
matchmaker.com
Although
members are required to answer
a list of personal questions to find
possible matches, several San
Jose State University students

By Adam Pavlacka
Nay senior stall writer

See Match, page 8

Grant prepares new teaching techniques
By Erika Coron
Deity staff wirer

After two weeks. Xiaolu Hu, a
professor of education at San Jose
State University, is still surprised
about the $3.6 million grant
awarded to Gear-Up: A Passport
to a Future.
She discovered the news
online.
"Oh my goodness. No one told
me. No one notified me," Hu
recalled saying to herself when

she discovered the news.
The College of Education
announced Aug. 24 that 400,000
new teachers will be trained
nationwide to use technology in
the classroom. This will be funded
with $135 million in grants given
to universities, K-12 school districts, non-profit organizations
and high-tech companies.
Three College of Education
projects It Takes a Valley, Bay
Tech and Gear Up:A Passport to a
Future -- - will receive grants,

College of Education officials said.
One project It Takes a Valley
will receive a grant to address
the needs of students in highneed schools, said Susan Meyers,
associate dean of the College of
Education and the project director of It Takes a Valley.
"The federal government has
given us a million dollars over
three years to make it happen,"
Meyers said.
The program is aimed at chit.

See Grants, page 9
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The 128 bit Sega Dreamcast is set to debut today.

"Sega" used to be a name that struck fear
into the heart of Nintendo.
In the early ’90’s Sega ruled the 16-bit era
with its Genesis video game system. Then,
the company became overconfident.
After the Genesis, Sega fell from grace and
became a "has-been." The company’s last four
game systems (the Sega CD, the 32X, the
Nomad and the Saturn) were commercial
failures in the United States.
The Dreamcast is Sege’s last hope for success.
If the console survives, so does the company. If the Dreamcast fails, it is likely that
Sega will fail as well.
With the company’s future riding on the
success of this console, Sega has thrown all of
its resources behind the Dreamcast. Over
$100 million has been earmarked solely for
advertising and promotion of the system. The
cornerstone of the Dreamcast advertising
campaign will air tonight, during the MTV
Music Awards.
Dubbed "Apocalypse," the ad is a 90-second
"mini -movie" featuring the exploits of a latexclad cat burglar who is attempting to steal

See Dreamcast, page 6
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Watching pro
wrestling not in
kid’s best interest

Sparta Guide

.,

Today

Ilooked to my right to see what all the noise
was. I saw a boy, no older than five, with his
younger brother next to him. He was yelling
at the top of his lungs, excited to see the pseudo.
warrior heroes.
The World Wrestling Federation had invaded ,
the San Jose Arena and flocks of people came to
see, first-hand, America’s favorite guilty indulgence pro wrestling.

Ii: ....i’i’ri

SJSU Choirs
Auditions for SJSU choirs are being held in
the music department. Tenors and basses are
especially needed, all singers welcome. For more
information, call the choral activities office at
924-4332.
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Like the millions . . .
and millions of fans all
over the world, the youngster knew all the signature moves and at the particular wrestler’s catch
phrases. The Godfather
came out, playing his
pimp persona, accomp mied by his "ho’s." The kid
cheered right along with everyone else.
I smiled, told myself that it was OK, the kid
was too young to understand what it meant.
XPac, a member of the popular D-Generation
X ftiction of the WWF, came out and the kid stood
on his chair and yelled "Suck it!" while doing the
patented DX crotch chop.
I laughed, told myself wrestling isn’t really
that bad for little ones. He only did it because it
was being done everywhere around him.
The jewel of the WWF, Stone Cold Steve
Austin, played out his "don’t give a damn about
anyone or anything" character to the fullest. I
looked at the young boy, who was now standing
on his chair with both hands in the air, middle fingers straight up.
I admitted it, pro wrestling screws up little
kids.
I don’t expect a Nobel Prize because I discovered the key to world peace or have the solution to
stopping would-be "trenchcoat mafias" because
I’m not the first to come to this conclusion.
Dateline, 20/20 and ESPN have done segments on it, and parents everywhere are crying
foul. It was bad enough when pro wrestling could
only be found on cable stations, but on Aug. 26 the
WWF made a jump that will be sure to piss off
some more people. They debuted "Smackdown!" at
8 p.m. on UPN. ’ffittftleflyiff ans more of what critics SOO as "soft -porn," on network television during
lirimetime hours. Somewhere the networks have
just placed an order to stock up on censor buttons.
On last week’s edition of "Smackdown!," we
SOW a nice conversation about asses and belts
the latter going up the former and we saw a
wrestler forced to eat the sliced -and -diced
remains of his own pet dog. This is calm stuff compared to the Monday night shows.
Huv(,vm-, I’m not going to lend a witehhunt
and ((II IS(’{(
execution of WWF owner, Vince
I like
I’ll admit it
McMahon, because
wrestling But. I’m not an impressionable kid. I
ii smucone to watch over me. But the
mon; a ho di/
these young kids. Parents should
know by now if the kids want to see it, they will.
Peeple need to realize the parents are as niuch to
Idaine as the WWF or World Championship
Wrest I mg.
I saw the young kid sitting next to me stand
up again and yell "Fuck you Triple H." I looked
over at his father who was staring away wistfully,
they don’t say the F-word
and it dawned on me
on any of the wrestling shows.
So who is really to blame?
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Nutrition and Food Science department
Ongoing recruitment for Latina and Asian
bone health study. Females age 20-25 years old
are eligible. For more information, call Dr. May
Wong at 924-3106.
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Theatre Arts department
Auditions for fall productions are being held
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the University Theatre,
Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Dr.
David Kahn at 924-4540.
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Internet not the place to
organs
’ye got something of value,
and I want to give it to you.
Perhaps "give" was the
wrong word. "Sell" would be
more appropriate, given I’ll need
to think more than once before I
consider relinquishing the item.
Anyone want a kidney?
Someone did last week on the
popular online trading site eBay,
where a Florida resident posted
an ad offering his. By the time
the site’s officials pulled the false auction, bidding
topped out at $5.7 million.
More than 300,000 new items go up for sale daily
on eBay, but body parts can’t be among them.
Aside from a specific prohibition by the site
against these sales, the federal government decided
it was illegal to buy or sell organs in 1984, when
Congress
established
the
National
Organ
Transplant Act (Public Law 98-507). Anyone violating the still -enforced act would be incarcerated for
five years or pay a $50,000 fine.
It makes sense, considering events in other parts
of the world. Chinese dissidents told the U.S. Senate
last year that politieai prisoners there were killed
for their organs, which were sold for as much as
$30,000 by the Chinese government.
Most were lined up and executed, the dissidents
said, after which their organs were extracted and
sold to the country’s wealthy citizens who could
afford them.
In this country, waiting for a heart, kidney or
other body part can be excruciating.
The
Health
Resources
and
Service
Administration reported that the waiting list for
suitable organs grows by about 500 people every
month. The number of people waiting for organs who
never receive them, and subsequently die, averages
about 10 people per day.
When Congress passed the 1984 act, it determined body parts should not be sold because all people would not have equal access to the organs. Such
sales would create an economic disparity, as only the
wealthy could pay the high prices a heart, kidney or
other organ would likely demand.
Others argue the practice simply wouldn’t be ethical.
Scott Adams of the University of California San
Francisco Organ & Tissue Bank said the practice
would lead to social chaos, with people in "bad posi-

1

tions" offering up themselves
to the highest bidder. That was
the only rationale he saw for
accepting money. No one would
really want to collect any, he
said, if they were giving
organs to a relative or friend.
That’s not what I’m talking
about.
I see the procedure as a
simple economic transaction,
in which two people are making an even exchange for something the other wants.
And while Adams has a point, this system need not
be completely democratic.
I’m not talking about selling other people’s organs
I’m speaking only on my own behalf. lam a living,
breathing individual capable of making decisions
about my own body. I see no reason why someone
can’t call me and make me an offer on one of my kidneys.
If I don’t know the person prior to the arrangements, I would want monetary compensation for the
transaction. It would take a pretty convincing reason to give up a kidney, especially since there is no
protectiervagainst the other one from failing at seine
point. Money would definitely factor into the final
decision.
The decision as far as Congress is concerned
has already been made.
People can only donate organs, and they do this
by putting their names on a registry list, one for
potential donors and the other for individuals in
need. People can agree to give their organs to family
members, but if they don’t specify a person when
choosing to donate, the next suitable person will be
chosen from the list.
It makes no sense that I can’t link arms with
someone I just met
who would have paid what I
considered to be a reasonable amount of money for
the deal and tell the
medical establishment I
would like to give them something of mine. But it
doesn’t work that way.
Everything has a price. The government says it
doesn’t by prohibiting business like this.
It should.

Laurie Phillips is a Spartan Daily copy editor.
"Diving Into the Wreck" appears every Thursday.

Alpha Phi Omega
National co-educational multicultural service
organization open membership / rush / informational meeting from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room, Student Union. For more information, call 924-6626.
The Listening Hour
Piano recital: Laurel Brettell, pianist, performing Haydn, Rachmaninoff, Chopin and Scriabin
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the music building
concert hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.
Theatre Arts department
"Crimes of the Heart" at 7 p.m. in the Hal Todd
studio theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Betsy Meyerson at 924-4555.
Mu Alpha Gamma
Magazine journalism club organizational meeting at 3 p.m. in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 213. For
more information, call Harvey Gotliffe at 9243246.
Sigma Theta Psi Multicultural Sorority
Rush event: Social with Nu Alpha Kappa
Fraternity. Come join the ladies of Sigma Theta
Psi for a night of fun and games at Jack’s Pizza
with the gentlemen of Nu Alpha Kappa. Meet at 8
p.m. at 164 S.10th St. For more information, call
Cecilia at 924-8347 or Veronica at 280-7705
Career Center
Recruiting services workshop at 12:30 p.m. in
+ Building F. For more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Jewish Student Union Hillel
Leadership planning meeting, 7 p.m. at the
Hillel House, 336 E. William St. between Seventh
and Eighth streets. For more information, call
Lindsay Greensweig at 358-3033.
Panhellenic Sororitie
Rush forum at 6 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room,
Student Union. For more information, call Stacey
Voorhees 557-0812.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Night Life" A time to build Christian relationships and praise God. Meet at 8 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial chapel. For more information,
call Eddie at 923-2656

Sparta Glade la provided free of charge to students,
faculty and staff The deadline for entries is noon, three days
before desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily Office Spare restrictions may require
editing of submissions.

Mike Osegueda is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Online bookstores provide much needed competition for university bookstores
Conipplitton is a good thing. It is
what our economy thrives on.
Without competition, the free-market ,.,, stem is useless.
Monopolies, for the most part, are a
bad thing.
While the Spartan Bookstore is not a
monopoly in the classic sense, and
Roberts’ bookstore does provide some
competition, it has been able to sell books
at pretty much whatever price it deems
fit.
In fact, the textbook market is similar
at most schools one or two bookstores
handle sales to the entire student body

Well, the textbook market is now officially competitive. With the virtual explosion of online textbook sellers, as the article in the Sept. 1 edition of the Spartan
Daily chronicled, there is now ample competition for students’ textbook business.
That doesn’t necessarily mean prices
have gotten better.
Most of what the Spartan Bookstore
has been saying is relatively accurate
online textbooks aren’t all that much
cheaper because of shipping and handling charges.
There are other problems too. Most
online textbook sellers don’t offer every

EDITORIAL
students’ favorite textbook
the used
one.
There is often something left to be
desired in the accountability department.
When students drop a class, they have to
send the book back and, sometimes, pay
shipping and handling charges again. AN
is the case with everything bought online,
getting exactly what you order can be a
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hassle.
By no means are we suggesting students should boycott the Spartan
Bookstore or Roberts’ by buying all their
books online.
Actually, students should do everything possible to make sure they know
what they are getting into when they buy
online. They should make sure they won’t
get stuck with any unexpected charges.
Students may also want to keep in
mind that both the Spartan Bookstore
and Roberts’ provide jobs for students,
while most online sellers do not.
But we do applaud the existence of

online book sellers and hope they end up
providing a viable opponent to the two
traditional bookstores.
We hope online book sales flourish and
as a result drive the seemingly overpriced
textbook market down.
So, buy online. Buy your textbooks at
Roberts’ or at the Spartan Bookstore. We
really don’t care.
Just make sure to look at all your
options and know what you are getting
into.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200 -word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Rental Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAIII,Yejmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Quote.* the Daily
"And who knows?
Somewhere out there in this
audience may even be someone who wi one day follow
in my footsteps, and preside
over the White House as the
president’s spouse. I wish
Mn weir
Barbara Bush,
in a commencement
address to Wellesley College

Ihrtitifiday, September
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Reefer
Continued from pg 1
felony you can either get probation or go to state prison,’
Kashevaroff said.
According to Cr-db., Ow
Postal Inspection Service often
relies tat tipsters to had them
to the drug-filled parcels, as
welI as many other in% estigafive techniques he didn’t want
to discuss for fear
oil
the bad guys
San
State University’s
also
housing
department
depends on informants to monitor illegal activity in the dorms.
Martin Castillo, community
relations coordinator for SJSt./
student housing, said the dorm
rules encompass state and
national laws in addition to the
more particular- dorm regula
tions.
"W
encourage people to
came Ht,o,:nal %Own roles trod

regulations are being broken
he said.
According to Castillo, the
department has a low tolerance
for any drug use in the dorms,
and it will enforce its standards
through a universitv Judicial
process.
While Castillo said the tali
versity hasn’t caught any :Au
dents using the long-net and
the mail to procure illegal substances, nationally. according to
the Postal inspection Service,
1,569 people were arrested in
199k for drug mailings. The
inspection service also seized
more than 12,640 pounds of
illegal drugs and $8.7 million in
cash and money orders.
University police department
Lt. Bruce Lowe said people
caught with martjuana on cam
pus are nria. int,,ristrid lit
using it than ,din-

Junior Mike Bolton said he’s
smirked pot recreationally for
about six years, and the drug
helps him to focus more on
studying. He said sometimes he
doesn’t have the patience to
read things until they’re memorized unless he’s high
"I find myself re -reading
stuff over and over," he said.
-nit, concept of time is not
th-re."
Bolton said if marijuana was
legal, he would definitely use
the Internet to get it, but he’s
leery of soliciting a controlled
substance online because the
"supplier" on the other end
could be law enforcement.
"It would be very convenient," he said. "The Internet
makes it safer and easier, it’s
just not practical at this
moment."
The threat of being sent to

comes to dealing through the
Internet
"It’s too much of a risk to me,
too much of a chance for a
setup," he said.
Shying away from technology
is a way to avoid getting caught
for the pot dealer. Ile said he
would rather lose customers to
the Internet - although it’s
unlikely -- than put himself in
the hands of law entnrcement.
"Too many people smoke put
for the Internet to be any competition," he said. "If people told
me they could find it cheaper on
the Internet, I would tell them
to go for it."
Bolton called smoking pot a
campus pasttime, and according to the annual campus security report compiled by UPD, 72
individuals were arrested in
1998 for drug abuse violations.
Many ef the viidations

state prison is always on the
mind of one San Jose man. The
31 -year-old man, who asked not
to be identified, has been selling
marijuana thr a living for about
eight years. Although he makes
about 93000 to 64000 a month,
he plans to quit the business
eventually.
"I’ve tried to quit a couple of
times, but the money is too
rood," he said. "It’s too tempting."
He said the thought of getting busted and ending up in
prison makes him want to stop.
"The longer I’ve done this,
the more relaxed I get," he said.
"I think I’ve been really lucky,
but I realize this can’t last forever."
The San Jose pot dealer
shares Bolton’s concern with
who’s on the other end of the
en line transaction when it

Washington
drivers get
unexpected
topless show

1

SEATTLE t AP) - -- A tire breathing woman danced topless
on an electrical tower beside a
Freeway bridge for more than an
himr this morning, snarling
rush-hour traffic and Mrcing
and
power outage to 5,00(1
businesses.
The
37 yea?old 11k 1111)18
woman donned a halter top and
descended at the metal. or
shortly before 9
arrested for in.
,t1
criminal trespas-. o,t1 indecent
exposure, pone) t,,,k,,,woman
Carmen Best said
’ported
The woman
that ear
at 7:26 a.m. on
d to an
ries electrical
, the I,ake
interstate bridge
oat Wiring
Washington
only short; I,
drinkim.
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ltest said.
lighting it
Seattle
Light uut power
to protect the woman. leaving
5,000 customers without electricity.
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involved students smoking pot,
according to Lowe, but he could
not recall any that involved
dealing or using the mail.
Lowe emphasized the dangers of sending money to people
engaged in an illegal enterpnse
because there’s no guarantee of
what will be pent.
"It’s not good to buy illegal
substances, particularly over
the Interne., because you don’t
know the **liability of the person who Bent it," he said.
Griffo said regardless of the
technique used to track down
the person using the mail to
receive or deliver drugs, the
result will be the same.
"If we do identify someone
receiving drugs through the
mail, they can expect a surprise
visit, and we may not be knocking," he said.
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Youngest
Baseball
Continued from pg 1
It’s his first year. He’s been
patient, and practicing hard. I
have no problem with his desire
he’s always ready. He’s enjoying
himself on the club," Sakata said.
Saluda added that All knows he
has to be patient and work hard
for playing time, as he will likely
be fighting for a roster spot next
season.
"He’ll have to come to camp bigger, stronger and ready to go next
season. He should do it," Sakata
said.
All knows he will have to fight
for a roster spot next year.
He adds that while some people
may say his route to becoming a
professional baseball player has
been easier because of his famous
last name, it isn’t the truth.

Bull
University

of teams playing ball in 1958.
While the atmosphere has
changed, making the leaps is still
a challenge. All said Sakata has
reminded the team that seven of
10 players do not advance above
the single A level.
"The reason they signed him
was that All has potential they
believe he has a chance to make it.
That’s why they made that investment," Orlando said.
"All’s a great kid. Smart. I love
him dearly. And both of us know
not everybody can make it. He’s
lucky in getting this opportunity.
To go ahead in life you have to
work hard and he’s doing that
that makes me happy for him," he
added.
While he credits the presence of
his hither as a factor in his decision to choose professional baseball as a career, his father did not
pressure him into choosing it.
"Did my father put pressure on
me to play baseball? No," All said.

"The reason they signed him
was that Ali has potential
they believe he has a chance to
make it. That’s why they made
that investment."

STREET
FERNANDO
SAN

--- Orlando Cepeda
baseball Hall of Famer
"Nothing comes easy. There’s
enough talent out there. Someone
will take your job. I have to work
50 times harder than I did in college ball," All said.
"I have to get better. The better
I get the higher I go. I have to stay
focused," he said.
His father agrees, and both
Cepedas know the odds.
Orlando said when he wanted
to make the majors, he had a 10001 .shut at succeeding, because of
the racial atmosphere and number

"How good of a baseball player he
was influenced me. But he let me
do what I wanted to do. He never
told me how to do this, or that I
had to play baseball. I love him for
that."
Orlando said his father told
him that he had to evolve on his
own if he wanted to be a ballplayer. Orlando said he has taken the
same method in All’s progress as a
baseball player.
"If he has it, he’ll play baseball."
he said.

Glenn Fuentes/Spartan Daily

Ali Cepeda stretches before the last game of the season against
High Desert Aug. 29 at Municipal Stadium. Cepeda is the youngest
"Baseball is a tough game mentally. It requires physical strength,
and you play every day.
"But if he gets a chance to play
everyday and keeps working hard,
he will progress. This is a skill
game, and if you have the skills,
you can play it. Ali has the tools
and the skills, but it will still be

hard for him," Orlando said.
The
Cepeda
name
is
omnipresent in baseball today.
All’s brother, Malcolm, plays ball
in
the
independent TexasLouisiana League and Orlando
Cepeda Jr., works as a sales representative in professional baseball
and Ali credits him with help-

son of Hall of Famer Orlando

ing him develop in both life and on
the field.
"He’s been like a second father
to me. There’s a lot of money in
this business and my brother realizes I have the talent to make it,"
All said.
For now;Ali will have to sit in
the dugout, aria ‘Prelillie rm. next

Si Giants head to Visalia ,
By Mike Osegueda
Daily stuff writer,

The 1999 season for the San
Jose Giants can be compared to
that of the 1998-99 Chicago
Bulls.
Both lost the cores of their
teams which had led them to a
title the year before.
The diff.erence is the Bulls
finished their season in dead
last with a record of 13-37, while
the Giants finished 75-65, and
are back in the California
League Playoffs making an
effort to repeat as champions.
A Wednesday 3-2 loss to
Visalia Oaks makes their effort
a do or die situation as they
head to Visalia for the rubber
match of the teams best of three
series.
San Jose began their title
defense Tuesday at Municipal
Stadium by taking the first
game of the best -of-three series
with the Visalia Oaks, 3-1.
The Giants got a strong performance from pitcher Kurt
Ainsworth in his debut on the
mound.
The right-hander worked
seven innings, allowing only one
hit while striking out 11.

AUDITIONS

AUDITIONS

Visalia struck first, but the
Giants came back to knot the
score at 1-1 in the sixth inning.
Carrying the tie into the eighth
inning, San Jose got their goahead and insurance runs.
Kevin Tommasini started off by
getting into scoring position
with a double.
The two-bagger was followed
by two singles from Ismael
Reynoso and Will Otero.
Pedro Mota, who ran for
Tommasini, scored on Otero’s
base hit and Brett Casper’s single brought home the third run.
With the first game under
their belt Wednesday, the Giants
travelled to Visalia, where they
need one victory to win the
series and advance.
Sakata said the key for his
Giants to beat Visalia will come
on the pitcher’s mound.
Ile said the pitcher’s ability
to shut down Visalia’s power
threat, Todd Mensik could be
vital.
"Visalia doesn’t do as well
against left-handed pitching,"
Sakata said.
Giants’ pitcher Matt Wells
said that the teams are familiar
with each other at this point in
the season.

AUDITIONS AUINTKM

"By now everyone knows
what everyone else brings to the
table," the right-hander said.
"We just have to execute, it’s all
you really can do."
If the Giants can get past
Visalia, the team would take on
the Modesto A’s which won
the first-half title and had a bye
in the playoffs for the title of
North Division champion.
The
best -of-five
division
series will take place Sept. 9-14,
with the winner vying for the
California
League
Championship with the winner
of the South Division. San
Bernadino, Rancho Cucamonga
and High Desert are in contention for the South championship.
Tony Zuniga
San Jose’s
Most Valuable Player this season and a member of last year’s
championship ball club
admitted the team has had some
troubles this season, including
losing five of their last six regular season games, but the third
basemen still has a positive outlook for the team.
"We had a little slump before,
but we’ve picked it up," Zuniga
said. "Hopefully we’ll win another championship this year."

M30171014 AUSIMONS AUDMONS
h
AUDITIONS AUIWIO Nefearis

Cepeda.
season to prove himself.
His experience in San Jose with
the Giants, however, will stand out
in his life.
"Ten years from now, San Jose
will be more of a starting point, my
r,trst year in prpfessional baseball
and learning abaifthe business 6f
Professional basebiall.," All said. ’
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Now the DASH shuttle stops at 4th Street and Paseo de San Antonio,
connecting San Jose State University to the San Jose Diridon Train Station,
VTA Light Rail, lots of cheap parking and other downtown locations.
DASH runs every 10 minutes from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. For a DASH brochure and
schedule, call 279-1775.
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By Liz Cloutman
Daily staff writer

On first impression, Joslynn
Gallop seems soft-spoken and
friendly with a ready smile.
In her two years on the San
Jose State University women’s
volleyball team, however, the 6foot-inch junior has proven to
be a fierce competitor.
Her passion for the game
and leadership skills have
earned her the position of cocaptain of her team.
Head SJSU volleyball coach
Craig Choate said he believed
Gallop’s greatest strengths as a
volleyball player are intangible.
"She has a great mindset for
the game," Choate said. "She’s
not the quickest or the best
jumper, but she knows how to
play the game. She’s very fast
and very smooth. She has her
hand in every phase of the
game offensively and defensively."
Gallop, 20, attributes her
playing skills and passion for
volleyball to George Bender, the
man who coached her Emerald
club team when she 16 years
old and growing up in
Roseburg, Oregon, a small town
an hour south of Eugene.
"Bender’s the one who got me
hooked on volleyball," Gallop
said. "He said there was a science to it."
The club league is independent of school affiliation, consisting of volleyball teams from
the western United States.
Gallop first began playing for a
club team at the age of 12.
In addition to the club,
Gallop played varsity volleyball
for four years at Roseberg High
School. She also participated in
basketball and track and field,
lettering in all three sports.
"Playing three sports, I didn’t have much time for a social
life," Gallop said, laughing.
Gallop’s devotion to the game
paid off. She came to SJSU on
a full athletic scholarship in
1997.
In her first year on the SJSU
team, Gallop, who plays the
position of middle blocker, was
named Freshman of the Year in
the Pacific Division of the
Western Athletic Conference
Tournament.
In 1998, Gallop, a liberal arts
major, was named to the Danka
Invitational and St. Mary’s
Tournament
all-tournament
teams.
Gallop and her teammates
made it to the 1998 NCAA
national volleyball tournament
at the University of Illinois. She
describes her team’s experience
in the tournament as a dream
fulfilled.
"That’s what all teams shoot
for," Gallop said.

14.),,e

Chad Pilster/Spartan Daily

Gladys Mondalal Spartan Daily

SJSU women’s volleyball co-captain Joslynn Gallop practices
her passing skills Wednesday in Spartan Complex East. The 6-foot
middle blocker has been playing volleyball for eight years.
Choate said he believes the
1999-2000 women’s volleyball
team will also have a successful
season.
Choate said the team is
young this year with eight freshmen, but he is confident Gallop
will mentor younger players
well.
"Joslynn can teach them to
compete," Choate said. "That’s
the toughest thing upperclassmen have to teach younger team
members."
Andrea Fernandez, a defensive specialist and teammate,
said she also appreciates
Gallop’s leadership and her
enthusiasm for the game.
"She’s a great competitor on
the court" said Fernandez. "She
always gives 100 percent. She
pushes us all to do our best."
Looking into the future,
Gallop said she would like to
coach a volleyball team, perhaps
even a club team, where she fell
in love with the game.

Tournament success

In addition, Sarkees was
credited with 43 sets in the
match.
Later that day, the Spartans
took only an hour and two minutes to put away Gonzaga in
three straight games 15-3, 15-1,
15-12. Christina Lukens led the
team with nine defensive digs.
Jeanine Haldi and Blair were
also on the defensive case, with
Haldi digging eight and seven
spikes respectively.
Gallop came up big in the
offensive department with 11
kills against Gonzaga.
In the third match of the
tournament, on Saturday, the
Spartans defeated Creighton 715, 15-10, 15-4, 15-10. The
match pulled Creighton’s record
down to 2-2, while solidifying
SJSU’s 3-1 record.
Sarkees came through with
49 sets, a tournament high.
Backing up the effort were
Blair and Gallop, with 20 and
18 kills.
Darcy Walker reached for 18
digs in the match, a tournament
and team high.
Against Washington State’s
team, the Spartans lost 8-15,
13-15, 15-4, 9-15, but still put
forth a fine effort, exemplified
by Gallop’s 26 kills, and 9 total
team blocks. Walker had 14 digs
in the match.
Gallop and Sarkees were
named to the All -Tournament
team for their efforts.
The next contest for the
women’s team is Friday’s San
Diego Tournament, where the
team will face Portland State,
San Diego State and Utah
State.

The Spartans came away
from the Washington State
in
Pullman,
Tournament
Washington with three victories
and a record boosted to 3-1.
On Friday, SJSU beat Boise
State 15-3, 12-15, 15-5, 15-7
with help from Joslynn Gallop
and Stephanie Pascucci, who
had 20 and 13 kills, respectively for the Spartans.
Gallop and Brianna Blair
each had 13 defensive digs, with
all-time SJSU assist leader
Michelle Sarkees chipping in
with 12 digs of her own.
The Spartans came up with
Daily staff writer Jason Stull
10 team blocks, a team-tournacontributed to this report.
ment high.

Momi Aiu (10), defender for the San Jose State University women’s soccer team, works to protect the ball
from Santa Clara forward Jacqui Little (23) Tuesday night during SJSU’s 4-0 loss at Spartan Stadium.

BRONCO BUSTED
No.1 team prevails 4-0

despite 100 percent
effort by San Jose
State University’s
women soccer team
By Clarissa Aljentera
Daily staff writer

The Spartans can credit
Brandi Chastain for the crowd of
625 who showed up to watch the
game against Santa Clara.
But they have to tip their hat
to the Broncos for the shutout it
handed the San Jose State
University soccer team.
Chastain, the Santa Clara
University assistant coach,
gained national attention as a
member of the United States
Women’s Soccer Team when she
pulled her shirt off after she
scored the winning penalty kick
in the World Cup this summer.
The Broncos started the game
scoring their first goal seven
minutes into the first half:
Broncos Kylie Bivens received
a pass from Danielle Slaton, and
kicked it in for the score 1-0.
The Broncos’ defense stifled
the Spartans with interceptions
and double teams.

Determined to get back in the

game, Spartan Brandy Apodacn
made two back-to-back attempts
to score against goalie Santo

A 2-0 deficit at the end of the
first half and 12 shots on goal by
the Broncos didn’t faze Spartan
Goalie Amee Brown.
"I like a lot of action, it brings
out the best in me," Brown said.
"I like a challenge."
During the first few minutes
of the second half it was evident
that the Spartans meant business and were ready for some
action.
Spartan midfielders were hustling up and down the field, tugging at Broncos as they muscled
their way around.
Broncos
midfielder
Aly
Wagner kicked the ball toward
the top half of the goal.
With her hands outstretched
Brown was able to catch the ball,
preventing Santa Clara from
scoring.
"Santa Clara is a great team,
and I was up to the challenge. It
was unfortunate that four balls
got by," Brown said.
Coming into the second half,
Spartan players seemed more
determined to score.
Their aggressiveness and
speed allowed Spartan midfielder Rosie Madera to make two

shots in the second half, none of
which made it past Gleason.
"We gave it our all," said

Madera, who is a co-captain.
"They are ranked No. 1 in the
country, we gave 100 percent."
Momi Aiu, a Spartan defender
and the other co-captain was
pleased with their performance.
"Every year we play Santa
Clara we come back stronger

Clara goalie Alice Gleason, but with every game," Aiu said.
In the past four years, the
failed.

Spartans had a 0-4 record
against Santa Clara.
Last year the Spartans lost 01 to the Broncos.
In previous years, the scores
have been 5-1 and 4-2.
Philippe Blin, Spartan head
coach, agreed with Aiu that each
match against Santa Clara was a
learning as well as a team building experience.
"We have learned so much
from tonight’s match that is
going to make us better," Blin
said.
"I’m not disappointed in the
fact that this team is highly
ranked, it was a good performance from our team."
Spartan forward Karli
Silveira was named WAC player
of the week for her performance
against the University of San
Francisco
and
Gonzaga
University.
MI Before Tuesday’s game
started, Bronco’s team member
Aly Wagner along with assistant

coach Brandi Chastain were
awarded plaques from SJSU for

outstanding performances in
women’s soccer.
Wagner scored her first international goal this summer when
she played under Blin on another team. Chastain was recognized for her performance in the
World Cup.
During the awards both their
mothers were asked to come forward with each of their daughters. Wagner’s mother, Vicki
Wagner and Chastain’s mother
Lark Chastain, are both SJSU
alumnae.

In other Spartan Sports...
Four more ex-Spartans can call
themselves NFL players.
Jeff Garcia, James Hodgins,
David Loverne and Lyle West were
all left on their respective teams’
53-man rosters. They join Joe
Nedney as representatives of San
Jose State University in the NFL.
Garcia was named the backup
to San Francisco 49er quarterback
Steve Young. He last played at
SJSU in 1993 and spent the last

five football seasons playing for
the Calgary Stampeders of the
Canadian Football League.
Hodgins, Loverne and West all
played for SJSU last season.
Hodgins, despite playing in just
one preseason game where he
fumbled twice, made the St. Louis
Rams as a backup fullback. He
beat the odds by making the team
despite not being drafted.
Loverne, who was a third-round

pick, will play a backup offensive
line position for the New York Jets.
West, a seventh-round pick, is
expected to see the bulk of his
playing time on special teams on
the New York Giants. The safety
may also see time in "nickel" packages.
The SJSU men’s soccer
team beat Sacramento State 3-1
Wednesday at Sacramento. The
Spartans are 2-0-1.
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Dreamcast
Continued from pg 1
one of the Dreamcast systems.
While the commercial may be
impressive in its own right
(there is no doubt that hundreds
of Sega fans will have their
VCRs at the ready), it doesn’t
say much about the system
itself. In the end, it won’t be
marketing dollars that sell the
Dreamcast, it will be the games.
At the core of the Dreamcast
system is a Hitachi SH-4 RISC
CPU running at 200 MHz. This
CPU, coupled with a custom
NEC PowerVR2 graphics chip
allows the Dreamcast to generate over 3 million polygons per
second. In short, this means that
it can display some pretty nifty
pictures. A polygons is the basic
building block of a 3D model.
The more polygons a model has,
the more realistic it will look.
In addition to the main CPU,
the Dreamcast also features a
custom Yamaha sound synthesizer, a 12x GD-ROM drive, a
56k modem and 26 megabytes of
RAM. The GD-ROM drive is a
modified CD-ROM drive. The
GD is short for GigaDisc. The
GD is a custom format created
by Sega, which allows a developer to fit approximately 1 gigabyte of data onto a disc the size
of a CD. A standard CD can only
hold 640 megabytes of data. The
12x GD-ROM and the RAM
memory help keep load times to
a minimum. By comparison, the
Sony PlayStation features a 2x
CD-ROM
and
only
3.5
megabytes of memory.
The modem within the
Dreamcast allows the system to
connect to the Internet. Once
connected the Dreamcast can be
used to send email, browse the
web, chat on-line and even

download bonus items, such as
secret characters, for games. The
Dreamcast
uses
standard
Internet protocols to connect so
you can use it with nearly any
Internet service provider. The
Dreamcast will not connect to
AOL, because AOL uses a proprietary system.
All that hardware is impressive, but it would he for naught
if there weren’t any killer games
available for the Dreamcast.
Thankfully, there are plenty of
titles to satisfy everyone from
the hardcore to the casual
gamer.
Sonic Adventure - This is
the first time Sonic has
appeared in a completely 3D
game. Although the surroundings may be new, Sonic is just as
addicting as ever. Pure speed is
still a key component of gameplay. The main purpose behind
the game is simply to get to the
end of he level as fast as possible. Once you’ve played around
with Sonic though a number of
additional options open up.
There are five extra characters

made a fan out of everyone who
played. Although it isn’t a direct
sequel. Ready 2 Rumble is the
next best thing. Loaded with
humor and arcade style fighting,
Ready 2 Rumble is a game that
will appeal to all.
NFL 2K - Sega has always
had a good sports line and NFL
2K proves that they still know
their stuff. Easily the best football simulation around. NFL 2K
offers just about everything a
football fan could want. Not to
mention the graphics are sharp
enough to be mistaken for a TV
broadcast.
House of the Dead 2 - A
"gun" game, House of the Dead 2
is a direct port of the arcade
game of the same name. The
game is pixel perfect and a lot of
fun, even if it is a bit short. If
Photo courtesy of Sega you plan on purchasing House of
who can be played, and each one the Dead 2 you should also pick
has a different path through the up a StarFire light gun from
game. This alone ensures a high InterAct. House of the Dead 2
replay value. You can also grow isn’t a lot of fun with the stan"Chao," which are virtual pets. dard controller.
Sega Bass Fishing - This
By downloading a Chao to a
memory card, or as Sega calls game wins the award for weirdthem, Visual Memory Units you ness. That being said it is terrican take your Chao with you to bly addicting. Consisting of
school, to work, or wherever. nothing more than fishing for
Chao can be played with while bass in a variety of locations, the
in the VM1.1 and then later game is like a drug. You want to
back
into
Sonic stop, but you have to play just
loaded
one more round. Bass Fishing is
Adventure.
Soul Caliber - The latest playable with the standard confighting game incarnation from troller, but you can also buy a
Namco, Soul Caliber illustrates custom fishing controller for the
pure
power
of the ultimate in realism.
the
All in all, the Dreamcast is an
Dreamcast by looking better
than the original arcade version. impressive piece of hardware
An excellent fighting game, Soul with an impressive line-up of
Caliber also makes an excellent games. With a retail price of
"show-off" title to keep around $199 for the system, it is the
cheapest next -generation sysfor when friends stop by a
tem ever to launch. Combine
recommended purchase.
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing - that with Internet connectivity
Way back when, in the days of and you have a winning combithe old, 8-bit Nintendo, there nation. If you enjoy video games
was a game called Punch -Out!!! you really can’t go wrong with a
and it was good. As a lightheart- Dreamcast.
ed boxing game, Punch -Out!!!

A love story for
the 21st century
By Jason Stull
Nay staff writer

Those who feel technology is
distorting people’s relationships
with each other may find something to relate to in Opsis
Productions’
new
play
"Scavengers."
"The production is about two
people whose identities become
dependent on technology," said
Amy Nimes, artistic and managing director of Opsis Productions.

I

Theater
Preview

Himes, a graduate student in
the Theater Arts department at
San Jose State University, will
direct and produce the postmodern story which includes many
former SJSU students in the cast.
"Scavengers" will have a run of
three performances. Showtimes
are at 8 p.m. Sept. 9 to 11 at the
San Jose Stage Company, located
at 490 S. First St.
The production is part of
Himes’ graduate research project
for the Theater Arts department.
The play also features Jennifer
Fagundes, a theater arts student
at SJSU.
"I am very excited," said
Fagundes, who plays Jeanne in
the production. "It’s a new piece,
which is a good thing to work on,
because we get to put our own
personal input into the characters."
"Amy (Himes) is asking us to
use external stimuli to figure out
how the characters will react,
instead of the other way around,

iel,tie,verin
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"Crimes of the Heart." a
Southern family drama about the
three Mac( ilrath sisters - who are
brought together by the tragic
events in their lives that elmllenge
and strengthen the bonds between
,pens the San Jose State
them
"ii to
Theatre
Um% ra say
this
Department’s fall
weekend with fief-firm w
7pm Thursday Saturdas

Theater
Preview
-This play is about that singular, peculiar relationship between
sisters," said director Robert
Jenkins, the chair of the Theatre
Arts Doi); 0111140 .
The play’s three principal
arthrs at, wawa], and there are
ii the cast than in
111,,11. w.1111..11
plighll 6011S, Slid Jason
Barnette
ba. y
di:mate?
The three sisters are Lenny,
played by Jeanna Hurd; Meg,
played by Lucinda Robinson; and
Babe, played by Rachel Boyle.
Each sister has her own set of
unique prithlems. Hurd said.
Lenny MacCirath is the oldest
sister, N. ho lives at home and has
sacrificed lwr life and future to
take care of her aging, ailing
graxinclefghr%flii:zi
;rath is I I a failed sister with ir tough i exterior. who.
instcail ot dealing so iii her grub -
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so creepy sou forget to breathe..."
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"SCARY"

college students.
The fifth was a loser.’

"Never predictable...constantly chilling"

www.greekcentral.com
nothing captures
greek life more
completely
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For a free CID. go to our
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"An incredible psychological adventure,
it goes to places that The Sillh Sense doesn t dad
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Friday’s Alive
at Bay Meadows!

FROM HUGH HUDSON THE CREATOR
oF CHARIOTS OF FIRE

By Posting
Your Lecture Notes
Online
408 727-5127 or
Contact:
jobsestudY247.com
www.studv24-7.com
revolutionizing
the way students
study on the web

looks at the intricacies
of family life at SJSU

hails, smokes, drinks and
around.
Babe MacGrath is crazy and
psychotic, and the family is forced
to come together in her defensi
rifler she shoots her husband
"A sister is someone you nu,
count on absolutely," Jenkins said.
-These sisters both save ;ind
wound each other. They knock the
snot out of each other and then
dry each other’s tears afterward. Barba described the play as a
"tratunedy," since it combines elements of both tragedy and comedy.
"Anyone who has sisters in
I heir family will recognize immediately that the writer knew what
she was talking about, and will hi,
able to relate to it," Jenkins said.
"Crimes of the Heart" is staged
theatre-in -the-round, with the
age in the middle of the theatre
and the audience sitting around
the stage on all four sides.
This staging arrangement is
light on scenery and demands
more imagination from the audi
once, Jenkins said.
"With the play in-the-round, its
much more naturalistic," Hurd
said.
There is also an added level el
intimacy.
"No audience member is mor,
than 12 feet from the stage:
Jsikins said.
The students came to school
el earse over the summer
their own time.
"It has been one of the most
..Moyable casts and crews to work
so h,- said Emily Stewart, stage
manager and assistant director
eryone was very focused."
This play is beautifully acted,
deeply moving, quite funny in
places and it’s very intimate,"
Jenkins said.
"This is our season opener, and
it should build momentum for the
rest of the season," Barba said.
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nies or the Heart*

Approved by

finding interiml motivation, Ii kc
in traditional acting," Fagundes
said. "It’s a huge challenge."
"In the story, the relationship
between the two main characters,
Jeanne, a woman, and her
boyfriend, Jean. becomes more
and more distorted," Himes said.
The more technology is introduced, Himes said, the more distorted their relationship becomes.
"Over
the
course
of
’Scavengers,’ Jeanne and Jean
start to become confused, as does
the audience. It comes to the point
where the pair can’t tell who is
the real Jeanne and Jean," !limes
said.
Since it is a tale of how our
lives have heroine inextricably
tied to technology, Himes has
called in set and lighting designer
John Harrison York, currently
shop foreman at Sall’s Theater
Arts department, to visually present the audience with the concept.
"The challenge is to create a
different look for each scene without having to change sets," York
said.
There is extensive use Of Mylar
film, the shiny, foil -like material
that many helium balloons are
made of, in order to get the hi -tech
look, Himes said. The material is
reflective on one side, and if backlit, allows for a filter effect inte
gral to the production.
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Sisterly love gets
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ENTERTAINMENT
The horror of war in Belgrade
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’Cabaret Balkan’ looks
at post-war Yugoslavia
By Lance Swanson
Daily entertainment editor
The people of Belgrade and
other cities in war-torn Yugoslavia
have been forced to live in fear of
constant violence and lawlessness.
A chain-smoking taxi driver
lights up just as a rider hops in
his cab and sarcastically says
"Smoke kills."
To which the driver replies
"Here, everything kills."
"Cabaret Balkan," is a ferocious film about ordinary Serbian
citizens trying to deal with the
horrors of the war, and it was the
winner of the 1998 European
Critics’ Award for Best Film
by
Goran
Directed
Paskaljevic,"Cabaret Balkan" is a
humanistic portrait of people at
the core of the struggle, people so
frustrated by the war that they
are capable of incredible acts of
random violence.
The film centers itself on a
large group of characters in
Belgrade over the course of one
crazy, violent night.
As the movie opens, Paskeljevic
gives a nod to Bob Fosse’s great

"Cabaret Balkan"
No rating (Abusive language,
graphic violence).
Based on the play "Powder
Keg" by Dejan Dukovski.
Directed by Goran Paskaljevic.
Written by Dejan Dukovski
and Goran Paskaljevic.
With Nikola Ristanovski,
Marko Urosevic, Bogdan
Diklic and Lazar Ristovski.

"Cabaret," (1972) by bringing the
viewer into a nightclub where
some of the war-torn city’s inhabitants go to forget their troubles.
Boris (Nikola Ristanovski), the
master of ceremonies, clad in
heavy makeup, tells his audience
that tonight he is going to "screw
with their minds."
But the film doesn’t stay in the
nightclub; it focuses most of its
attention on the conflicts that
occur during the film’s single
evening.
In an early scene from
"Cabaret Balkan," Paskeljevic
illustrates how a seemingly simple situation can escalate into a
violent confrontation.
A young man named Alex
(Marko Urosevic) accidentally
hits a man named John’s
Volkswagen Beetle in an intersection, causing him to erupt into a
fit of rage. As Alex tries to apologize for the accident and offers to
pay for the damage, John kicks
Alex’s windshield in. From there,
the violence only escalates.
We are brought into a gym
where two unnamed boxers
(Dragan Nikolic and Lazar
Ristovski) are reminiscing about
their 20-year friendship. After a
particularly brutal training session where they beat each other
senseless, they admit that they
have both been sleeping with each
other’s wives. After laughing with
each other about their infidelities,

111010 t
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Nikola Ristanovski stars as the enigmatic emcee Boris, a cabaret artist, in a scene from the Yugoslav film "Cabaret Balkan."

one of the men loses it and kills
his best friend with a broken beer
bottle.
It seems that death is a way
out of the struggle for these people.
Another segment of "Cabaret
Balkan is particularly harrowing.
An idealistic young 20-year-old
man takes a bus hostage while its
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(408) 293-3654
Lunch: 11:00 - 2:00 I’M
601 N. 4TH STREET
Dinner: 5:00 - 9:00 I’M
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500 - 9:30 I’M
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
Closed on Sunday
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San Jose State University is to
stand at the center of Catholic life
at SJSUand serve the spiritual.
needs and concerns of the Catholic
community of the University
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Back-to-School Edge
franw wee 1479.95 now $379.98
Silver frame with flexible heechwood slats
for extra support and comfort, slope double
with optional arnistyles and accessiries

Why wait until
fall 2000?
Jost take the October (or earlier) LSAT
and apply to its by November 12

Space is limited!
September 27
begin
All Classes
Call for more info. (408) 288-5437 x22

Contact us for a catalog:

Ages 9- 20 plus alumni

Performs:

Call for
mom Info.

ALUMNI AUDITIONS
September 19, 6pm

(408) 288-5437

(4)5) 442 66 (0
fax: (4)5) 442-6631
e-mail: lawadmitaggthelill
website: www.ggthedit/law
call:

The movie starred Tom
Hanks, the musical could
star YOU!

December 10 - 19, 1999
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see store tor details

Rising Stars Rasa,
Tuesdays 8 Thursdays
12

the musical

Law

free
delivery

Ages 9 -

AUDITIONS
on September 18 & 19 at
10am & 2pm

Apply at The Spartan Daily
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 203 or 209

300 Sou* as 5troot
Son Jets CA 95112
Across from Ma dom.

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

San Jose Children’s Musical Theater

Work from 7am -9am on school days, delivering
The Spartan Daily to newstands on campus.
We need someone who is:
* Dependable & Energetic
* Has a positive team attitude
* Able to lift bundles of papers
* Has a CDL & clean DMV

Perfect job for a morning person!

Catholic Campus Ministey/5J511

u’s 294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

knows about the war in
Yugoslavia another perspective.
By putting faces on the war-ravaged, t y -dwelling characters and
making us care about them and
do. Pasketievic has crewhat t
ated an uplifting, humanistic portrait of a country spinning out of
control.
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logue he spews at the scared passengers.
But he also has taken the bus
from a proud Bosnian driver, and
when they eventually have their
confrontation. Ow violence perpetrated seems ivJ, iii Iv horrible
and unnecessary.
"Cabaret Balkan- is a fine film
that gives the audience who
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driver is taking an especially long
coffee break. After the young man
steals the bus, he uses the opportunity to tell the passengers how
he feels about the war in
Yugoslavia. He thinks the politicians have forgotten about what
war does to people on the fringes
of the violence, and he makes
some good points with his dia-
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Match
Continued from pg 1
were skeptical.
"I’m not too keen to meeting
people over the Internet," said
Jared Boyd, a graphic design
major. "I’ve known people who
have and who have had serious
problems. Plus, you would never
know if you were talking to a
man, and that wouldn’t be positive."
Some students seem concerned by what meeting people
online would say about their abilities to find someone on their
own.
"You might meet weird people," said Stephanie Ulmer, a
senior environmental studies
major. "It’s like a last resort.
People doing that seem more desperate."
Students such as Katie Neece,
a junior lily:rill studies major,
didn’t see a need for that type of
service.
"!don’t have problems finding
friends," Neece said. "I’m really
outgoing and I would rather meet
people face to face. I don’t even
chat over the Internet."
Wiggsy Sivertsen, the director
of counseling services at SJSU, is
concerned with the motivation
behind matchmaker.com giving
free memberships to college students.
"I think college students are
fortunate to be in a situation
where they can meet many people from many different backgrounds," Sivertsen said. "I don’t
know why a college student
would need to use something as
isolated as a computer terminal
to meet someone."
However, there are success
stories.
Shirley Chuang, an international student at SJSU who is
studying English as a second language, met her boyfriend through
Penpals, a section of Yahoo!
Personals, while she was living in
Taiwan.
"We just wanted to share life
experiences and write to each
other," Chuang said.
Chuang moved to the United
States to study English and business and to be with her new
romantic interest.
Despite the anonymity matchmakercom gives its members, it’s
important to be cautious when
corresponding with people online.
"Be very careful with giving
out personal information," said
Detective Philip Kearney of the
University Police Department.
"You’re not being rude by not giving out your home phone number
or where you work."
Students should be watchful of
giving out any information that
might be used to stalk them, this
includes address, type of car and
class schedule, Kearney said.
"If you are going to meet someone in person that you have met
online, you should do that in a
public place and maybe bring a
friend with you," Kearney said.

Students have greater choices for schools

Hack’in away

Gladlp Manihiki /Iquirtun

Computer science graduate student Art Shapiro kicks a hackeysack Tuesday under the palm trees in front of the Central Classroom
Building.

SAN FRANCISCO An
In a time of highly charged
debate over how to revitalize
public education in America, a
1),,w study has found that nearone in four U.S. children
have chosen an alternative to
their closest public school.
Nationwide, nearly 8 million
children attend charter schools,
magnet schools or other :titernatives to their neighborhood
public school, the report found.
Federal statistics suggest
the number of students choosing an alternative to their
neighborhood public school has
risen steadily during the 1990s.
The number attending private
schools, however, has stayed
roughly the same over the past
three decades, the study said.
mi. report compiled from
Aiite data and a federal housereleased
hold survey was
today by the Policy Analysis for
Cal ifbrnia Education, a joint

of California,
lineversit
Stanford
and
Berkeley
University think tank.
to
appear
students
While
have a greater choice in their
before,
than
education
researchers could not find evidence that students are doing
better academically in alternative schools.
The school choice movement
"has become so popular ... that
many people are willing to
jump on the wagon," said Luis
Huerta, one of the report’s
authors. "But as we continue to
pump more money into this
issue, do we know whether the
students participating in these
options are performing better
than at a neighborhood
school?"
The study was expected to
have political repercussions as
next year’s presidential candidates formulate their educational agendas. Last week,

Republican candidate George
W. Bush said that if elected, he
would provide more publicly
funded vouchers for children to
attend private schools.
The report also appeared
counter the argument that
American students are locked
into public school systems and
have no choice in their education.
"Anybody who claims there
is a public school monopoly out
there is about 20 years behind,"
said Bruce Fuller, a UC
Berkeley professor and the
report’s lead author. "We’re no
longer dragging kids to public
schools without any choice."
School choice advocates contend that especially in urban
areas, there are still few
options available to students,
such as "open enrollment,"
which allows students to
attend schools outside their
local area.
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Grants
Continued from pg 1
dren in lower socioeconomic lev
el s
many of them struggling to
learning Enlish and many of
them new to the school system
Each school has its own ch.,
lenges. Meyers said.
The project focuss on recruit
ing and training students to
successful teachers in high -need
schools, she said.
"We will be recruiting sit
dents in the very near future.
Meyers said.
This program will begin next
semester and applications van be
picked up in the College if
Education’s dean’s office.
The students will rts, it
$2,000 each semester during a
four semester period
totaling
$8,000. Meyers said.
"We want to start with 20 students and we’ll be out there looking for the first 20 students,"
Meyers said.
The Bay Area Technology in
Teacher Education Consortium.
called Bay Tech, is receiving a
$1.3 million grant. It is a part
nership between SJSU, the San
Jose Unified School District and
high-tech companies.
"The main focus is to help kids
do better by using technology,"
said Lynne Gray, professor of elementary education and project
director of Bay Tech.
"What we will be doing is a
comprehensive approach that
involves San Jose State faculty
and San Jose State students,"
Gray said.
This grant provides money to
support about 10 classes per
semester, both for the faculty and
students at SJSU.
They will begin working with
students next semester, Gray
said.

"The main
focus is to
help kids do
better by
using technology,"

Community outreach

Lynne Gray
Professor of elementary
education and project
director of Bay Tech

"Well get some publicity out
on0 it as soon as we recover from
the shock of getting the money in
the first place," Gray said with a
laugh.
Giqir Up: A Passport to a
Future is the third project to
,,ive federal funding. It is
sponsored by SJSU, the San Jose
Unified School District and other
organizations.
The concept behind Gear Up is
that it takes a whole community
to raise Oa
kid, said Project
Director Hu.
Starting with children in the
seventh grade, the project offers
an array of opportunities to prepare them for college. The students will receive personal and
career planning support during
an expected five-year period.
Upon completion, the high
school students will receive a
high school diploma and acceptance into SJSU, Hu said.
Hu said project officials will be
looking for "people who have a
big heart, big mind and (an) attitude of working together" to staff
the project.

Jessica Malloy/Spartan Daily
Officer Courtney Hampton of the San Jose Police Special
Operations Mounted Unit takes time Tuesday to show local second -grader Christopher Aguilera the Mounted Unit’s different horses patrolling downtown. The San Jose Mounted Unit is one of only

eight full-time units in California, employing ten officers and two
sergeants. They patrol most of downtown San Jose during the day
Jose State University’s campus to keep the
including San
peace and offer crowd control for presentations and special events.
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Bradley
kicks off
campaign
CRYSTAL CITY, Mo.
(AP) Bill Bradley, walking the small-town haunts
of his boyhood, decried the
current day’s politics of "trifling things" and asked
Americans to follow him
toward bigger dreams.
"We need a new kind of
leadership," he declared
Wednesday.
In a fall kickoff rally for a
presidential campaign that
has been under way for
months, Bradley sought to
offer Democrats a reason for
choosing him over Vice
President Al Gore in the
face of an economy that has
soared during his rival’s
tenure.
He appealed to traditional Democratic sympathies
for the poor and disadvantaged.
"What we need in
America is a deeper prosperity," Bradley argued from
the steps of his old high
school in this one stoplight
Mississippi River hamlet.
He lamented that one in five
children live in poverty, and
45 million Americans lack
health insurance.
Government should not
do "trifling things much of
the time for some people,
but it should be doing some
large and essential things
all of the time for the whole
nation."
Stricter gun control, campaign finance reforms, universal health insurance and
the eradication of child
poverty made his list of big,
essential goals.
"We will do fewer things,
but they will be essential
things and we will do them
more thoroughly," Bradley
said.
Bradley staged this momand -apple-pie-event with
hopes of more broadly introducing himself and what he
called the "small-town boy"
ethos he brings to politics.
Bradley came home
buoyed by a weekend poll
that showed that he and
Gore were running neck and
neck in New Hampshire.

University

Danforth to lead Waco probe
Former
WASHINGTON (AP)
Republican Sen. John Danforth agreed
Wednesday to oversee an independent
review of the 1993 government standoff
with the Branch Davidians, government
officials said.
Attorney General Janet Reno was to
announce the appointment Thursday.
Reno’s decision on Danforth came as the
top Republican in the Senate said he now
has doubts about who started the fire that
ended the fatal siege in Waco, Texas, and
believes it is time for Reno to step down.
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said
new revelations that the government withheld evidence about its use of force in the
raid add to a "pattern" of refusing to cooperate with congressional requests.
’There are doubts because questions
have been raised," Lott told reporters.
Those new question and what Lott called a

history of Reno not cooperating with
Congress "... leads me to conclude that the
attorney general should resign."
His comments fueled a new GOP campaign against Reno that began two weeks
ago with the belated revelation that the
FBI fired incendiary tear gas grenades at
the Davidian compound on the day a fire
killed 80 members of the sect. The government continues to maintain the fire was
started by sect members, not federal
agents.
Reno, nonetheless, moved forward with
her plans to launch an independent inquiry
headed by Danforth, who left the Senate in
1995 and is respected by members of both
parties for his stubborn independence and
reputation for integrity.
Reno selected Danforth and he accepted
the offer during several days of negotiations, according to government officials,

who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
A senior Justice Department official said
Reno would introduce Danforth at her
weekly news conference Thursday.
Danforth spent about five hours at the
Justice Department on Wednesday, but was
unavailable to reporters.
Danforth, 63, is an Episopal priest with
solid Republican credentials he successfully shepherded the troubled nomination
of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas
through the Senate. He also has a background in law enforcement. Before entering
the Senate, he served as attorney general
in Missouri for eight years.
As Republicans continued their assault,
the attorney general received a strong
endorsement from Senate Democratic
Leader Tom Daschle. He said Reno
"deserves commendation rather than criticism," and that "under no circumstances"

Guest-worker plan promoted
SAN DIEGO (AP) A proposal that would allow U.S. employers to legally hire more foreign
workers for low-skilled jobs could
get a boost when Southwest border governors meet with their
Mexican counterparts this week.
Arizona Gov. Jane hull is
expected to seek support for an
expansion of the nation’s guest
worker program to ease the
effects of illegal immigration and
the nation’s labor shortage, said
Margie A. Emmerman, the
Republican governor’s Mexico policy adviser.
Hull, who supports making it
easier for employers to hire guest
workers and expanding the types
of businesses allowed to do so, will

ask her American colleagues to
endorse a letter to federal officials
backing the proposal, Emmerman
said.
The issue is a top priority for
Hull at the annual conference of
Mexican and U.S. border state
governors Thursday and Friday in
Tijuana, Mexico, she said.
"We can’t help but have that as
an issue right now," Emmerman
said, noting the tight labor market and the large increase in illegal immigration across the
Arizona border because of heightened security in California and
Texas.
A joint declaration of support
from the U.S. border governors
would provide a major political

boost for a guest worker expansion, which critics believe would
drive down U.S. wages and
increase illegal immigration, said
Mark Kirkorian, executive director of the Center for Immigration
Studies.
"It would be politically significant if the governors of the !bur
border states issued a joint statement," Kirkorian said. "It would
definitely be a big deal."
California Gov, Gray Davis, a
Democrat, and New Mexico Gov.
Gary Johnson, a Republican,
haven’t made their positions public.
Republican Texas Gov. George
W. Bush said last week that he
wants to "re-visit" the idea.

Web connectivity puts
sites 19 clicks away
Associated Press
Any two randomly picked
pages on the World Wide Web
are on average just 19 clicks
each
other,
from
away
researchers say.
The findings, reported in
Thursday’s issue of the journal
Nature, suggest that the Web is
so interconnected that any
desired information is nearby
even though there are 800 million documents available. The
key is knowing which links to
click.
The study calls to mind the

Sometimes it’s hard being Jewish

Plan targets
grim health
of Hispanics
WASHINGTON (AP) More
money needs to be spent to fight
diabetes, AIDS and mentalplaguing
health
problems
disproportionately
Hispanics
country,
the
the
across
Congressional Hispanic Caucus
urged Wednesday.
Caucus members argued that
spending more now on research,
education and treatment will prevent complications later that are
much costlier, such as blindness
from diabetes or death from AIDS
or suicide.
"The fact is that the state of
health of Hispanic-Americans is
grim and needs our immediate
attention," said Rep. Lucille
Roybal-Allard, a Los Angeles
Democrat who heads the caucus.
A series of hearings during the
next week will focus on disparities reflected in federal statistics
for Hispanics in three major
areas:
Hispanics are twice as likely
to have diabetes as AngloAmericans of a similar age. For
example, among people 65 to 74
years old, one-third of the
Hispanics have diabetes, compared with 17 percent for whites.
About 1.2 million Hispanics out of
30 million nationwide have been
diagnosed with diabetes, but
another 675,000 are believed to
suffer it without knowing it.
The rate of AIDS among
Hispanics has been higher than
among whites since 1989.
Hispanics represent 11 percent of
the population and 20 percent of
the AIDS cases. In 1997, AIDS
was the leading cause of death
among Hispanics aged 24 to 44.
The rate of attempted suicide among Hispanic girls was
significantly higher than among
Anglo-American or black girls.
More than three in 10 Hispanic
girls in high school seriously considered suicide in 1997, compared
with 26 percent for AngloAmericans and 22 percent for
blacks.

should she resign.
Danforth’s independent probe could
clash with multiple hearings that
Republicans on Capitol Hill were preparing
even before Congress returned Wednesday
from its August recess.
Investigators for a Senate subcommittee
chaired by Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa,
are trying to interview a retired CIA official, Gene Cullen, who claims he has information that members of the elite Delta
Force military team were actively involved
in the Waco siege.
Government officials have acknowledged members of the military were at
Waco in an advisory capacity but have
maintained that they never participated in
the operation.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, also plans hearings.
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Sometimes it isn’t

Jewish college students are eligible for a once -in -a -lifetime free trip to Israel.
What’s the catchy There isn’t one. Its our gift to 5000 Jewish college students who’ve never been
on a group trip to Israel Heie’i oow it works. Log on to our website and choose which program
is right for you. And this wintzr break you could be doing stuff like going on an archeological
. exploring Jerusalem. iar relaxing in the Dead Sea. And well pick up the tab Its that simple.
Pv\" isnelexperience.org

(888) 99 -ISRAEL

sarousscims GIFT,co,KNAIL

movie and Broadway play "Six
Degrees of Separation"
which holds that all people are
connected to one another by no
more than six individuals
and the party game "Six
Degrees of Kevin Bacon," in
which players try to make a
connection between actor
Kevin Bacon and another
celebrity using six or fewer
other stars and movies.
The study was conducted by
Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, a
University of Notre Dame
physics professor.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
chiselled cokinwis of the Spartan
Daly consist of pakl advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
P/T POSITIONS AVAIL TO TUTOR
PreSchool aged children with
autism. Will Train. $12/hr. Call
408-937-9580.

’e
0

a

ay

N

DELIVERY POSITION
Perfect Job flora Morning Person!
$7.00/14OUR
START
Work 7am to 9am on school days
delivering The Spartan Daily to
stands on campus and recycling
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: .Dependable Energetic
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers.
Have CDL & clean DMV printout
APPLY: The Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bentel Hat, Rm 203 or209.
Questions? Cat Kathy at 9243277.
COPYEDITOR: P/T. Copyedit /proof
manuscripts for local publisher.
Fax resume and cover letter to
Liz Asborno, 408-287-8748.
TRANSPORTATION Schedule
transportation for seniors/
disabled. Heavy phone use,
data entry experience. F/T. Some
week-ends. Excellent benefits.
$8.99 per hour. Apply at 97 E.
Brokaw Rd, #140, San Jose.
CLERICAL PERSON - Part-Time
Microsoft. Excel & general office
work. etc. For more info call Kevin
Crowley 408267-1665.
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem, H.S.
subjects. Earn $1.5 - $20/hour.
Jack or Joan. (408) 227-6685.

FAX: 408-924-3282

LAW OFFICE COURT RUNNER
DATA ENTRY
$7/hr. Flexible hours. Car & gas Perfect part-tirne job for student.
provided. Need good driving
Call ASAP 360-1370
record. 244-4200.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
TEMPORARY FOOD SERVICE remodeled 4th & Santa Clara
POSITION: Pot/Dishwasher
Chevron. All shifts avail. Full or partSpartan Shops Inc. located on time. Ask for Ofelia at 295-3964
the SJSU campus has part-time or fax resume to 2954659.
Pot & Dishwasher position avail
in the Dining Common. Evenings. VALET PARKERS Part-time.
Mon. - Fri. $7.00 per hour. Call evenings & weekends in Los
924-1736 or 924,1846
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
ROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP customer service skills. Must be
needed for small, exclusive able to drive a 5 speed and have
Shop and kennel. PT. Turn-Sat. a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
Must be reliable, honest, able to flexible schedules available. Earn
do physical work. Exp. working $1010 $15 per hour with tips.
w/dogs preferred, but will train. Please call (800) 825-3871.
Great opply for dog lover? $6.50 hr. Golden Gate Valet.
Can FM resume to 408/3770109
or Call 371-9115.
For Part-Tlme and
Full-Time Positions, call
NUDE MODELS wanted for drazAng
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
/painting classes. School of Art &
Fast placement, no fees
Design. $10.50/hr. All body types. Office jobs in local companies
Apply in Art 125. 924-4354.
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
SUBSCRIPTION CLERK, P/T
Sari Jose to San Mateo
Position avail with The Spartan
Phone: 16501 325-1133
Daily. 10 flex hours a week.
Fax: (650) 325-3639
$6.50/hour. Must have own www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
transportation for travel to U.S.
Post Office on Lundy. Call Carol ENGLISH TUTORS WANTED
at 924-3283 or stop by DBH part time weekdays. Need car.
203 for an application.
Native English or Japanese speakers
only. $15/hour. 371 7177.
DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL?
Call 408,437-7722 Today.
LOOKING FOR TUTORS
Or visit vvww.AniencanModel.net.
to work with a language and social
skills delayed child. Training
NEED RECEPTIONIST SKILLS
provided. $12 per hour. Call Kim
for a high-tech start-up!
at 408/2639218.
2.3/yrs. experience:
trustworthy: high energy &
RECEPTIONIST/ACCOUNTING
positive attitude. F/T some
Small Co. F/T, M -F. Good comp.
flexibility: start 89.50-$10.50 doe. phone & people skills friendly.
Fax resume 408-727-5078 or Office salary & benefits. ’aimed,
opening, call Jen 408-9930560
call 408-727-5077 ext 500.
ext 105 or fax 408-292-8887.
wvnwicompression.com

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
RESPONSIBLE FUN BIG SISTER/ Clerical, Technical, Full time.
NANNY for my 9th grade daughter, Call Lupe 408/943.8866 or email
after school, flexible days 3-6pm. lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
$100$150/4,. Los Gatos. Jeff. days:
408-5465983, eves: 356-7128. GOPHER/DRIVER wanted P/T for
local firm with can do" attitude.
CA license, & good driving record.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Hours flexible. cal 282 1500.
AVAILABLE MONDAY FRIDAY
Part/Full lime 10am. to 7pm.
Detail Oriented Order Puller
CASHIERS NEEDED, mornings
required. Apply in person at 1260
$7.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
E. Santa Clara St. Si. or fax
truly appreciates its staff.
resume to Sean at 408-2870423
Apply in person.
Monday - Friday 8am. to 5pm.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Spartan Shops Catering dept. on
Corner of 7th & Alma.
the SJSU campus is seeking a
AREA ORIENTATION Tour Guides bright. organized & multitasking
needed. Must have reliable car. individual to perform a variety of
Call Brian 650/31.2-1610.
gen ’1 office clerical functions.
Computer literate. Great customer
service skills & ability to be flexiWAITPERSON NEEDED
Eve. & Mind. Shifts Available
ble & fun loving. Will train. Mon-Fri
$9.00 per hour. Apply: Spartan
Salary + Tips
Shops Dining Services, SJSU.
Friendly Fun Environment
Bldg #37 7th St. 408-924-1756
Apply in Person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. Sari Jose. RETAIL SALES Want to have
fun? Work with a GREAT TEAM?
Sell quality products? Call Now!
WAREHOUSE/SHIPPING
School Schedule Friendly. Cindy
filo experience required
408-244-7370. Valley Fair Mall,
*Very flexible schedule
*Pay according to experience
Please fax resume to 408271.8604 ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic
Designers & Writers wanted for
weekly newspaper. PT & InternDELIVERY DRIVERS WANIEDI
ship available. Call 408928-1750
Earn $200 every weekend.
or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
Must have reliable truck & ins.
Lifting required.
DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
408-292-7876
International Golf Co. SJSU
SELLING TO MEN - CLOTHING location. 510-530 per hour, part
or
full time. Morning or afternoon.
Good
job.
weekend
part-time
Ideal
pay in relaxed atmosphere. Call 971 1645.
408
Sun.
through
Fri.
Please call
9700900 or fax 4089700903.
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 4084940200.
AUTISM ASSISTANT
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
with our 2 1/2 year old autistic
We have an intensive home pro
gram based on applied behavior
analysis 8, the skillful use of
positive reinforcement (Lovaas
Method).
Professional training will be
prodded by Autism Partnership.
Academic credit may be avail.
Flex hours: Mornings. Afternoons,
Eves or Wknds (approx. 10hrs/wk)
Located in San Jose. near Evergreen
Valley College. Please call Manju
at 4062704219.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
NURSING - 100 JOB OPENINGS
offers positions for:
START NOW!! Sunday Saturday,
All Shifts Available. Your Choice. Directors Assistmrt Directors
Max.
Teachers Teacher Aides
Wage: Min.
Ft & PT opportunities available
CNA: $10.50- $14.00
working with infant/toddler,
L.VN: $18.50 - $24.00
preschool & school age children.
RN: $22.00- $35.00
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
Requirements: Must have a
current Nursing Certificate or salary, excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
License. CPR - experience in a
long term care and Acute facility. enhching work environment. For
Must have good communication positions avail at our centers in:
skills and be reliable.
San Jose, Surefivale, Los Altos,
Contact: POWER PERSONNEL Cainpbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HNI & Redwood City
Debbie Robinson or Michele Gayoba
eit 140813719900 or
Two N. Market St. Ste. #410, S.1
fax resumes to (408) 371-7685
Pen: 408-283-9144
email: janderson@cdicdc.org
Fax: 408-283-9148
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Jobline at 1-888-9-CDICDC. FOE
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
& Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
Inner City Express.
Saratoga School District.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose,
Cal 8673424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
FOOD SERVICEEspresso Broiled
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
FOOD SERVICE POSITIONS
family style restaurant in Sunyvl.
Immediate Openings
All shifts avail. Rex hrs. $9.25/hr.
to start. Call 4037339446 or Spartan Shops Inc. located on
522 3802. Ask for Mgr,
the SJSU campus is recruiting
for parttime positions in the
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY Food Services Dept. Enjoy the
prestigious surroundings of the
& LOVE CHILDREN??
university campus and our
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
beautiful new facilities featuring
substitute positions as
Sbarro’s Restaurant, Burger King,
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
Jambe Juice & Market Cafe.
at After School Programs,
Fast paced environments. High
Day Care Centers, Etc.
energy level & a smile required.
(408) 8668550
AM & PM Shifts Available
$6.50- $70018 hr shifts)
Burger King:
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part
Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call Cashiers Line Servers Cook
Jamba Juice Team member:
408-3634182.
Bussers
Apply in person: Spartan Shops
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
Dining Services. SJSU. Bldg #37
information. Call 202-452-5901, facing 7th St. (408) 924-1862.

SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
AUTOS FOR SALE
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor 8, outdoor pools. Flex 95 ECUPSE RS silver, auto tran,
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34. sun+moon, fog+side Its. 6"rsr, 2
alarms. $8000. Sue 244-2211.
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN - P/T
Expenence required
1991 PONTIAC GRAND AM
Very flexible schedule
Silver, 2 door, Manual Trans.
.Pay according to expenence
$1990. David 226-8505.
Reese fax resume to 4082718604.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
WORD PROCESSING
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Preschool Teathers and Aides. F/T & PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
P/T positions available. Substitute Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
Gray Projects, etc.
positions are also available that
All formats. specializing in MA.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but Micro/mini tape transcription. Fax,
Experienced, dependable,
not required for Aide positions.
quick return.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Call Linda 408,264-4504.
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
fax resume to 248-7350.
SECURITY
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Friendly.
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts,
Flexible Schedule,
4082474827
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates:
One
Day
$5

3 -line minimum
Four
Three
Two
Days
Days
Days
$11
$9
$7

Please check /
one classification:

Name
Five
Days
$13

Address
is it State

/s,

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FliEWSNCY 0111CCItiNTI;
20. consecutive issues- receive 10% off
40 + consecutive issues. receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rides apply to Santa Clare County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Senddieck or money order ta (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sort Jose State University
San Jam CA 95192-0149
O Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline, 1000 am. two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
Announcements
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
Health/Beauty
Events
SportsMinlls
Volunteers
Insurance
For Sale
Entertainment
Autos For Sale
__Travel
Electronics
_Tutoring
Wanted
Word Processing
Employment
Scholarships
Opporturvties

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

WRITING HELP:
Highest quality wrrting, editing.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
(610)801-9554 or
email bolickbrest.com
VISA/MasterCerd accepted.
51UDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1800,655-3225.

11ELOS
BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
SAT GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aol.com

HEALTH & BEAUTY

omummm

TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World needed. FT/PT. Earn 58.515 per
RENTAL HOUSING
Schools and get great experience hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
working with kids ages 5 12.
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers Lots of fun and earn good money.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Call (408)867-7275, leave
comae pee, excellent training.
We offer a pool. spasuana,
voicemail or email us at
and a fun work environment.
gym, on-site management, all
full
Leave
TEACHER / THERAPIST to work F T and PT available. Call 14081 vvwvv.corinthianparking.com.
appliances included.central A/C.
name and number where you can
in behavioral program in both 283-9200 ext. 21.
Stop by today for a tour.
be contacted.
school & home environments.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
Emphasis on development and
THE COLANNADE
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
K-8 school seeks responsible
acquisition of communication and
201. So 4th St. 140812783639.
to get $$ PAID 5$
play skills. Psychology, Child Des. individuals for extended daycare,
to lose up to 30 lbs.
Occupational Therapy. & Special P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
in the next 30 days.
Ed backgrounds are desirable. required. Previous experience with
INSURANCE
Natural. Guaranteed.
children preferred. Please call
Excellent refs working w/ children
Call (4081793-5256.
244-1968x 16
required. Full & part time avail.
BEST RATES
Salary negotiable. Must have car.
on
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Fax resume 408/356-9551.
AUTO INSURANCE
TEACHERS, & AIDES
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Quotes
Phone
Free
Thinking
about
a
career
working
DRAFTING: Knowledge of Acad Full & part-time positions available
No Driver Refused
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Paid training
R14 usage 12 16 hr wk. Flexible.
4x4’s
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Excellent benefits
Near SJSU. Pay rate negotiable.
Accidents
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
No experience necessary
Dan Veronda 408-993-0560
Cancelled
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Apply in personal
Ext 107 or fax 408,292-8887.
Tickets
Santa Clara. Los Gatos. Saratoga,
555 D Mendian Ave. San Jose
ckeronda0spartanengineenng.com
D.U.I.
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880. Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
S .R . Filing
Berryessa. Full and part-time
BABYSITTER NEEDED Saturday
Good Student Discount
positions available. Hours flexible
LIBRARY
7-11pm every other week fix 3
Call us now
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
around school. Fun staff teams,
wonderful kids. You dnve we pay
408-244-9100
great experience in working with
Available Throughout CA.
$8/hr. Call Brigid 408/2651678.
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
children, career advancement,
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
and good training opportunities.
Library Education/Experience.
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
Is seeking a P/T clerical person, Visit us at www.aimusa.com Teachers require minimum 6 units
AUTO INSURANCE
In ECE, education, recreation,
effective immediately. Duties will
Campus Insurance Service
include heavy filing & working with EXPERIENCED TUTORS Needed: psychology, sociology, physical
Special Student Programs
the mail. No typing skills are H.S. Math, Spanish, etc. Mon thru education and/or other related
Serving SJSU for 20 years
required. A good command of the Fn. 3prn to 8pm. $1,000/mo. Call fields. Please call Beth Profio at
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
408-291-8894 for information and
English language, written S, oral, Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247,
"Good
Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
locations.
required. Hours are lprn 5pm, M-F
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
EARN EXTRA CASH $
& every other Sat. 9am-2pm.
"Good
Students" "Educators"
INSTRUCTORS
TEACHERS
Up to $600/month
$7/hr. Call 408296.5270. ask for
"Engineers" "Scientists"
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Become a Sperm Donor
Dawn or Bud to set up interview.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Healthy males. 19-40 years old Degree / Credential NOT Required.
FREE QUOTE
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need
STUDENT JOBS, Paid Internships
NO HASSLE
Car. VM: (408)287,4170 ext. 408.
Contact California Cryobank
or financial aid at nationwide
NO OBLIGATION
EOF./AAE
6503241900, M-F. 8-430.
company, part-time or full-time.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Kristie 360-1370.

TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
child care program. 2-6pm M,F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
998-1343. Immediate opening.
Child dew rec. human performance
majors encouraged to apply, E0E,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VIvaSmart.com Compares TEXT
BOOK prices horn Spartan Bookstore, Varsity, BigWonis, Borders,
and more than 10 others to find
the best deal on your books. Free
service. Just click through to
buy www.VIvaSmart.com

SERVICES

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
FREE ONLINE NEWSPAPER!
Enjoy the critically acclaimed. Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Pulitzer prize winning Christian
Science Monitor for free online Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
at: www.csmonitor.com.
247-7486
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
COMPUTERS ETC,
Elementary Sthoul Age Recreation
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
positions avail approx 7arn-11am. LAPTOP MAC 146 & PRINTER
INTERNS WANTED!
$350.00.
XInt salary, no ECE units req.
District Office CA Assembly
Call 295-5413
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
Call Beth or Rhoda 296-1616.
PENTIUM NOTEBOOKS
FINALLY!
from $399.95.
SHARED HOUSING
Internet-Based Business
1000’s of Games from $9.95
Proven to Produce Immediate
www.softwareandstuff.com
ROOM FOR RENT. Dormitoryn Taylor
Massive Income.
Software & Stuff
&Jackson. No pets, No drugs. Call
vwriv.skybizreps.com/education2
5008 Lawrence Exp. Sunnyvale.
295-5848. $500 mo includes util.
(415) 485-0407
408-737-2372.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALI, 408-924-3277

3 lines

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classilled readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ell films
offering employment listings
orco nnnnn for discount
me-Alone or merchandise.
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Daily
Ili CROSSWORD
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Couches
of
McEntire
6
country music
IMMO MOURN MOM@
10 Frolic
MOM @ROOM MOO
14 Poet Dickinson
OOMM VIMOOM MOM
15 Passionate god
16 Entertainer Adams MUM BIOOOMMIROD
MOO
OM@
17 Gymnast’s
shckum
=MUM@ DOOM
18 Beattie and
MOM MOOR MODIMU
Landers
@MOM OMODIO MOO@
19 Ice-cream holder
=MOM OO1MO1 BIRO
20 Most important
MAIO 101MOMOOOM
factor
MOM
RDIOM
22 Aloud
23 Alaskan port
MOMMMOOOM ONO@
24 Me, to Miss Piggy
MOO@ MONO BOOM
26 Tropical fruits
@OMR MONO MOOR
30 Shellfish
MOOD OMMOM EMMA
34 Music hall
35 Corn tassel
33 Loosens
36 Large green parrot
3 Hand over 37 Dog’s cousin
4 Dismounted
35 Meta Hari, e.g.
38 Orchard produce
5 Thesaurus
38 Long-distance
40 Gullets
entry
caller’s need
41 Before, to a poet
6 Kingdoms
39 Good golf
42 Medical photo
7 Comedian
score
43 Plains dwelling
Kovacs
40 Tex- - cuisine
44 Thinner in tone
8 Rhine port
42 Greek letters
46 Panaceas
9 Put together
43 Prickles
48 Sharp - - tack
10 Shrink back
45 Neat and
11 Bouquet
49 Draft animals
debonair
50 Box office disaster 12 Girl in "Dracula" 46 Praises
53 Temperature scale 13 Rind
47 Garland
59 Reading Tight
21 Extinct bird
49 Tatum or Ryan
60 Popular cookie
25 Acorn bearer
50 Blemish
61 Part of a jacket
26 Strength
51 Add brandy to
27 Put on a
62 Teenager’s woe
52 Former Atlanta
pedestal
63 Radio part
arena
shapes
28 Martinique
64 Snake
54 Toledo’s
volcano
65 Fish trap
"-lake
29
66 Lampreys
55 Poison ivy
Wiedersehen!"
67 Riverbank
symptom
30 Feel ill
56 Lhasa 31 Giraffe relative
DOWN
Bambi, e.g
57
32 Less
1 Belgrade native
58 Otherwise
experienced
2 Melville novel

MEM’ WM EMU
MUM MN= UM=
MUM MOM OEM
AMEMEMMINIM MEM
MUM
addilMEM MMINIEWW
MOM allIM
OM=
MEM
MINIM
NM
ammo
me ammo
Mall= MUM
dlIM AIME
Addl. dillIMMIDAddii
ilMOM AIM MIME
MEM MIMI MEM
AIME MIME AIME
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San
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Jose

State

rniNers

tree is r:ood.
It’s

free

is really
just
monthly

simple,

fees,

You see,

is

a free

And Washington Mutual Free

there

are
no

Also,

anyone

when you add it

No prerhase

That means no

fees to talk to a teller and no minimum balance

can enter to win a free

all up,

makes

Ot fl

[f f

Financial

Center

55

W.

Checking

slightly better than

only

no hidden fees or costs.

Mutual
QM Washington
US MAKI A FAN
Santa Clara St.

is

And when you sign up for Washington Mutual Free

mousepad.

Which,

free.

look in your glossary,

no per check charges,

requirements.
get

if you

(which,

free).

Free

really.

Santa Clara St.

free pretty

Checking you

desktop computer.

profitable.

1,b.

1

San Jose,

CA

95113

(408)291-3331

r ount loan relationshtp or request for information requited to enter or win the compute Entry form must be received at your local Washington Mutual Frnanoal Center by 10/21/99
Official entry form and computer giveaway rules available at participating Washington Mutual Ftnancial Centers Mousepad offer good while supplies lant

MCimW

